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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which SIP request method enables reliability of SIP 1xx response types?
A. PRACK
B. ACK
C. REGISTER
D. CANCEL
E. OPTIONS
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:In order to achieve reliability for provisional responses, we do nearly the same
thing. Reliable provisional responses are retransmitted by the TU with an exponentialbackoff.
Those retransmissions cease when a PRACK message is received. The PRACK request plays the
same role as ACK, but for provisional responses. There is an important difference, however.
PRACK is a normal SIP message, like BYE. As such, its own

NEW QUESTION: 2
In PAN-OS 5.0, how is Wildfire enabled?
A. Via the "Forward" and "Continue and Forward" File-Blocking actions
B. A custom file blocking action must be enabled for all PDF and PE type files
C. Via the URL-Filtering "Continue" Action.
D. Wildfire is automatically enabled with a valid URL-Filtering license
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
1 .75 x 105=
A. 0.000175
B. 175,000

C. 17,500
D. 0.00175
E. 1,750
Answer: B
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